
Hereditary (2018) 
Mock Director’s Brief  

Compose a score for the scene from the film ‘Hereditary' that follows the narrative 
and timing notes below:


0:00 – 1:10 The music should serve as an introductory build to the revelation that 
she is having an allergy attack. Foreshadow but reveal subtly until Peter 
understands she’s is having a reaction.


1:11 – 2:01 Music needs to lift in intensity, become faster paced as they try and 
drive to safety. As Charlie struggles in the car, any sustained elements need to 
become more chaotic and hectic, but still with a slight feeling that the music is 
being held back. 


2:02 – 2:31 As Peter slams on the accelerator, the music follows with a dramatic lift 
in intensity. More distorted elements, fast dissonance and harsher elements are 
brought into prominence, all crescendo-ing to Charlie’s death.


2:46 – 4:00 Inside the mind of a man who’s actions have led to the death of his 
sister. Very slow and evolving representing his mental state, extremely harsh but low 
level textures weaving in and out. Move more towards some kind of resolution as he 
processes what has just occurred.


The scene depicts the moment when Charlie has an allergic reaction at a party, 
bringing a panicked and drugged up Peter to try and get her to safety. Peter was 
driving extremely quickly to reach a hospital as Charlie struggled in the back of the 
car, with her head hanging out of the window gasping for air. To avoid a dead deer 
on the road, Peter swerves uncontrollably off of the road, causing Charlie to 
decaptitate herself on a pole. 


The music can use orchestral and electronic instrumentation, and essentially follows 
Peter’s mindset as all the events unfold.


References:


Charlie Clouser – Footcuffed (Saw III OST)


Marco Beltrami – Blood Bath (Carrie OST)


Colin Stetson - Party, Crash (Hereditary OST)


Mark Korven - A Witch Stole Sam (The VVitch OST)


Joseph Bishara – Night Terror (Insidious OST)

	


